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											 AXIS MOTION
						

					

lecture and performance by choreographer Joost Vrouenraets (NL) 		

										
in collaboration with jazz pianist Jacob Chiang (TW)
											
We know we think (solely) with our brain on our hunt for knowledge , but do we know that the body can think and can make
us know more?
Choreographer Joost Vrouenraets has recently finalized his masters’ research at COMMA, the master program of CODARTS
University of the Arts Rotterdam and FONTYS Tilburg. The relation between madness, the human spine and Shakespeare’s
Hamlet in a choreographic process was the complex and peculiar quest on which Joost has designated his inquiry. The
process of this Herculean task abled the choreographer to explicitise the origination of his movement vocabulary and coin
new methods true to his physical approach.
With his research, Joost is encapsulating his choreographic work into the academic field of (social) sciences and
humanities and gives an evidence of the indispensable relation between theory and practice, academic research
intertwining with artistic research. With the lecture he shares his research of the last two years and sets out how we can
gain new insights through the use of the (moving) body and emphasizes the epistemological relevance of deploying the
body as instrument for knowing.
In the form of an interactive, entertaining confession, Joost takes you on a journey of his iteration between theory and
practice through a visually supported lecture and a live performance of his choreographic method Axis Motion. The latter
will be applied on a research on the relation between dance, design and live music. Vrouenraets will perform with Taiwanese
composer and jazz pianist Jacob Chiang, using Mathieu Bruls’ design products. A brand new collaboration between these
artists, focussed on the relation between performance and design.
Joost is preparing new works this year in and outside The Netherlands and seeks to develop his ideas and concepts
through lectures, workshops and masterclasses for a diversity of people with different expertises. The people who are
visiting the events are invited to think along, dialogue and share their thoughts on the matter and therefore contribute to the
development and deepening of the artist’s work.
You are welcome to witness and participate in the peculiar and messy, yet meticulous and charming, creative curiosity of
dancer, choreographer, movement artist Joost Vrouenraets.
…mad is the one who is detached from all needs, complexities and judgments, marching towards all that is prohibited,
having renounced all demands: an illuminated being, a god, someone who eviscerates an incommensurable force from the
flux of energy.
(Vrouenraets, 2019)
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